Many data sets derived from the web are large, high-dimensional, sparse and have a Zipfian distribution of both classes and features. On such data sets, current scalable clustering methods such as streaming clustering suffer from fragmentation, where large classes are incorrectly divided into many smaller clusters, and computational efficiency drops significantly. We present a new clustering algorithm based on connected components that addresses these issues and so works well on web-type data.
INTRODUCTION
Clustering techniques are used to address a wide variety of problems using data extracted from the Web. Document clustering has long been used to improve Web IR results [21] or to detect similar documents on the Web [5] . More recently web-navigation log data has been clustered to provide news recommendation to users [8] . Several clustering-based approaches have been proposed for named-entity disambiguation some of them specifically dealing with web extracted from the Web [20] , [18] .
Clustering data sets derived from the web -either documents or information extracted from them -provides several challenges. Web-derived data sets are usually very large, easily reaching several million of items to cluster and terabyte sizes. Also, there is often a significant amount of noise due to difficulties in document pre-processing such as html boiler-plate removal and feature extraction.
More fundamentally, web-derived data sets have specific data distributions, which are not usually found in other datasets, that impose special requirements on clustering approaches. First, web-derived datasets usually involve sparse, high-dimensional features spaces (e.g., words). In such spaces, comparing items is particularly challenging, not only because of problems arising from high-dimensionality [1] , but also because most vectors in sparse spaces will have similarities close to zero. For example, some clustering-based approaches to named-entity disambiguation use co-occurring Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). April 20-24, 2009 , Madrid, Spain.
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. names as features for describing mentions (i.e. the occurrence of a name ni in a document d k ) for disambiguation. On a small Web sample of 2.6 million name-annotated documents, we found 5.1 million mentions corresponding to 52,000 names. (I.e., the feature space is has dimension 52,000.) About 63% of the mentions we are trying to cluster have fewer than 100 features, and another 20% have between 100 and 199. As can be seen from Table 1 , the vast majority of items have fewer than 1% of the possible features. On the open Web, the set of possible names -and hence the feature space dimensionality -is on the order of millions, so sparsity becomes specially problematic for clustering-based named-entity disambiguation approaches. The class distributions of the web-derived data are usually highly unbalanced (often Zipfian), with one or two dominant classes and a long tail of smaller classes. Let us consider again the problem of named-entity disambiguation. A name such as "Paris", can refer to many possible entities. In fact, the Wikipedia disambiguation page for "Paris" (http:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_(disambiguation)) shows more than 80 possible entities. (And doesn't include hundreds of less well known people.) However, most of the mentions of "Paris" found on the web refer either to the capital of France or to the famous socialite Paris Hilton. Table 2 shows hit counts for five queries sent to Google containing the word "Paris" and additional (potentially) disambiguating keywords. These values are merely indicative of the orders of magnitude at stake, since hit counts are known to change significantly over time. Table 2 : Number of hits obtained for several entities named "Paris"
For other entities named "Paris" (for example, the French battleship), Google results are clearly contaminated by the dominant entity (the French capital) and thus it becomes almost impossible to estimate their relative number of hits. This also causes a problem for clustering algorithms, which need to be able to deal with such an unbalanced distribution in web-derived data, and still correctly cluster items of nondominant classes.
Additionally, methods to cluster such large data sets have to deal with the fact that "all-against-all" comparison of items is impossible. In practice, items can only be compared to cluster summaries (e.g., centroids) or to only a few other items. The most widely used methods for clustering extremely large data sets are streaming clustering methods [10] that compare items against centroids. Streaming clustering has linear computational complexity and (under ideal conditions) modest RAM requirements. However, as we will show later, standard streaming clustering methods are less than ideal for web-derived data because of the difficulty in comparing items in high-dimensional, sparse and noisy spaces. As a result, they tend to produce sub-optimal solutions where classes are fragmented in many smaller clusters. Additionally, their computational performance is degraded by this excessive class fragmentation.
We propose a clustering algorithm that has performance comparable to that of streaming clustering for well-balanced data sets, but that is much more efficient for the sparse, unevenly sized data sets derived from the web. Our method relies on an efficient strategy for comparing items in high dimensional spaces that ensures that only the minimal sufficient number of comparisons is performed. A partial linkgraph of connected components of items is built which takes advantage of the fact that each item in a large cluster only needs be compared with a relatively small number of other items. Our method is robust to variation in the distribution of items across classes; in particular, it efficiently handles Zipfian distributed data sets, reducing fragmentation of the dominant classes and producing clusters whose distributions are similar to the distribution of true classes.
STREAMING CLUSTERING OF WEB DATA
For the purpose of explaining the limitations of streaming clustering for web-derived data sets, we will consider a single pass of a simplified streaming clustering algorithm. This simplification only emphasizes the problems that streaming clustering algorithms face, while not changing the basic philosophy of the algorithm. In Section 2.3 we will show that this analysis can be extended to realistic streamingclustering approaches. The simplified version of the streaming clustering algorithm we will be using is as follows:
1. shuffle all items to be clustered and prepare them for sequential access;
2. while there are unclustered items, do:
(a) take the next unclustered item;
(b) compare with all existing cluster centroids;
(c) if the distance to the closest centroid is less that min dist , add the item to the closest cluster and update the corresponding centroid;
(d) otherwise, create a new cluster containing this item only.
The time and space complexity analysis of this algorithm is straight-forward. For n items to be clustered and if C f clusters are found, this algorithm will perform in O(n C f ) time, since each item is only compared with the centroids of the C f existing clusters, and in O(C f ) space: we only need to store the description of the centroid for each clusters.
Problems arising from False Negatives
The high dimensionality and sparseness of web-derived the data hurts streaming clustering because when comparing two items with sparse features there is a non negligible probability of those items not sharing any common attribute. This is so even when the items being compared belong to the same class.
Such false negatives have a very damaging effect on streaming clustering. If a false negative is found while performing comparisons between an item to be clustered and existing cluster centroids, the streaming clustering algorithm will assume that the item belongs to an as yet unseen class. In such cases a new cluster will be created to accommodate it. This will lead to an artificial increase in the number of clusters that will be generated for each class, with two direct consequences:
1. during streaming, clustered items will have to be compared with additional clusters, which will degrade computational performance in time and space; and 2. the final clustering result will be composed of multiple clusters for each class, thus providing a fragmented solution Whether this degradation is significant or not depends basically on how probable it is to find a false negative when comparing items with existing clusters. Our claim is that on web generated data the probability is in fact quite large since the dimensionality of the spaces is very high and vector representations are very sparse. To make matters worse, fragmentation starts right at the beginning of the clustering process because most items will have nothing in common with the early clusters.
The Impact of False Negatives
To make a more rigorous assessment of the impact of false negatives on the performance of streaming clustering, let us consider only the items belonging to one specific arbitrary class, class A. In the beginning no clusters exist for items of class A, so the first item of that class generates a new cluster, Cluster 1. The following elements of class A to be clustered will have a non-zero probability of being a false negatives. i.e, of not being correctly matched with the already existing cluster for class A. (We assume for now that there are no false positives, i.e. that they will not be incorrectly clustered with elements of other classes.) In this case a new cluster, Cluster 2, will be generated.
The same rationale applies when the following items of class A are compared with existing clusters for that class. We assume that in any comparison, there is a probability p f n of incorrectly mismatching the item with a cluster. Therefore, one expects new clusters for class A to be generated as more items are processed by streaming clustering. This behavior can be modeled by an infinite Markov Chain as depicted in Figure 2 . The probability of having created l clusters after performing streaming clustering for n + 1 items is the probability of being in a given state s (1, 2, 3, ...) of the chain. Assuming independence, as more clusters are generated the probability of creating a new (false) cluster decreases exponentially because that would require more consecutive false negative comparisons.
Despite the regularities of this Markov Chain, deriving general expressions for the probability of a given state after n iterations is relatively hard except for trivial cases (see [19] ). However, for the purpose of our analysis, we can perform some simplifications and obtain numeric values for comparison. By truncating the size of a chain to a maximum length (s max ) and changing the last state of the chain to become an "absorbing state" that represents all subsequent states, numeric computation of state probabilities becomes straight-forward for any value of p. Table 3 shows the most probable state, s mp and its corresponding probability, p mp after clustering 10,000 and 100,000 items (with s max = 16) for various values of p f n : As can be easily seen, even for very low probabilities for false negatives (p f n ≤ 0.3), the chances of replicating the number of clusters several times is considerable. In a realistic scenario, values of p f n > 0.5 can easily occur for dominant classes because item diversity in those clusters can be very significant. Therefore, when performing streaming clustering in such conditions, cluster fragmentation of at least one order of magnitude should be expected.
Impact on Realistic Streaming Clustering
Actual streaming clustering implementations attempt to solve the fragmentation problems in two ways. The first option is to perform a second pass for clustering the fragmented clusters based on their centroids. The problem with this is that the information that could be used for safely connecting two clusters (i.e., the points in between them) has been lost to centroid descriptions, and these might be too far apart to allow a safe merge since centroids of other clusters may be closer. (See the illustration in Figure 3 ). This situation can more easily occur for large clusters in high-dimensional and sparse spaces, where sub-clusters of items might be described by almost disjoint sets of features, and thus be actually distant in the hyperspace. Thus, for web derived data, re-clustering will not necessarily solve the fragmentation problem, although such an approach is often successful in lower-dimensional and homogeneous datasets. A second variation of streaming clustering algorithms keeps a larger number of clusters than the final target, and alternates between adding more new items to clusters and considering current clusters for merging. However, if each of the items included in the cluster has a sparse representation, and if such "intermediate" clusters have a high level of intra-cluster similarity (as they are supposed to be in order to avoid adding noisy items), then the centroids will probably also have a sparse feature representation. As more items are clustered, each of these many intermediate clusters will tend have only projections in small set of features, i.e. those of the relatively few and very similar items it contains. Therefore, feature overlap between clusters will tend to be low, approximately in the same way item feature overlap is low. Such centroids will thus suffer from the same false negative problems as individual items do, and the number of potential clusters to hold in memory may grow large. In practice, unless one reduces the minimum inter-cluster similarity for performing merge operations (which could lead to noisy clusters), this strategy will not lead to as many cluster merging operations as expected, and many fragmented clusters will persist in the final solution. Again, the fragmentation effect should be more visible for larger clusters, in high-dimensional and sparse space.
CLUSTERING BY FINDING CONNECTED COMPONENTS
In this section we present a scalable clustering method that is robust to the previously described problems. It is easy to understand that overcoming the problems generated by false negatives involves changing the way comparisons are made; Somehow we need to obtain more information about similarity between items to compensate the effect of false negatives, but that needs to be done without compromising time and space restrictions.
Complete information about item similarity is given by the Link Graph, G, of the items. Two items are linked in G if their level of pair-wise similarity is larger than a given threshold. The information contained in the Link Graph should allow us to identify the clusters corresponding to the classes. Ideally, items belonging to the same class should exhibit very high levels of similarity and should thus belong to the same connected component of G. On the other hand, items from different classes should almost never have any edges connecting them, implying the they would not be part of the same connected components. In other words, each connected component should be a cluster of items of the same class, and there should be a 1-1 mapping between connected components (i.e. clusters) and classes.
Clustering by finding connected-components is robust to the problem of false negatives, because each node in G is expected to be linked to several other nodes (i.e. for each item we expect to find similarities with several other nodes). The effect of false negatives could be modeled by randomly removing edges from G. For a reasonably connected G, random edge removal should not affect significantly the connectivity within the same connected component, since it is highly unlikely that all critical edges get removed simultaneously. The larger the component, the more unlikely it is that random edge removal will fragment that component because more connectivity options should exist. Thus, for web-derived data sets, where the probability of false negatives is nonnegligible, clustering by finding the connected-components of the link graph seems to be an especially appropriate option.
Naive approaches to building G would attempt an allagainst-all comparison strategy. For large data sets that would certainly be infeasible due to time and RAM limitation. However, an all-against-all strategy is not required. If our goal is simply to build the Link Graph for finding the true connected components then we only need to ensure that we make enough comparisons between items to obtain a sufficiently connected graph, G min , which has the same set of connected components as the complete Link Graph G. This means that G min only needs to contain the sufficient number of edges to allow retrieving the same connected components as if a complete all-against-all comparison strategy had been followed. In the most favorable case, G min can contain only a single edge per node and still allow retrieving the same connected components as in G (built using an all-against-all comparisons strategy).
Since efficient and scalable algorithms exist for finding the connected components of a graph ( [7] , [12] ), the only additional requirement needed for obtaining a scalable clustering algorithm that is robust to the problem of false negatives is a scalable and efficient algorithm for building the link graph. We propose one such solution in the next section.
Efficiently Building the Link Graph G
Our goal at this step is to obtain a sufficiently connected Link Graph so we can then obtain clusters that correspond to the original classes without excessive fragmentation. We will start by making the following observation regarding web derived data sets: because the distribution of items among class is usually highly skewed, then for any item that we randomly pick belonging to a dominant class (possibly only one or two) we should be able to rather quickly pick another item that is "similar" enough to allow the creation of an edge in the link graph. This is so even with the finite probability of finding false negatives, although such negatives will force us to test a few more elements. In any case, for items in the dominant classes one can establish connections to other items with vastly fewer comparisons than used in an allagainst-all comparison scheme. We only need enough connections (e.g., one) to ensure enough connectivity in order to later retrieve the original complete connected components.
For the less frequent items many more comparisons will be needed to find another "similar enough" item, since such items are, by definition, rare. But since rare items are rare, the total number of comparisons is still much lower than what is required under a complete all-against-all-strategy.
We use a simple procedure: for each item keep comparing it with the other items until kpos similar items are found, so as to ensure enough connectivity in the Link Graph. More formally:
1. Shuffle items in set S(n) to obtain S rand (n). 
with n the number of items in the set, |C| the number of different true classes, p f n is the probability of false negatives and k pos as the number of positive comparisons, corresponding to the number of edges we wish to obtain for each item. This cost is vastly lower than what would be required for a blind all-against-all comparison strategy, without significantly reducing the chances of retrieving the same connected components. Notice that computation cost is rather stable to variation of p f n when p f n < 0.5. For p f n = 0.5 the cost is just the double of the ideal case (p f n = 0), which is comparatively better than values presented in Table 3 . One can also show that the expected value for the maximum number of items that have to be kept in memory during the comparison strategy, n RAM is equal to:
where pmin is the percentage of items of the smallest class. This value depend solely on the item distribution for the smallest class and on the probability of false negatives, p f n . If only 0.1% of the elements to be clustered belong to the the smallest class kpos = 1, and p f n = 0.5 then E(nRAM ) = 2000. It is perfectly possible to hold information in RAM that many vectors with standard computers. Imposing a hard-limit on this value (for e.g. 500 instead of 2000) will mostly affect the connectivity for less represented classes. Another important property of this strategy is that link graphs produced this way do not depend too much on the order by which items are picked up to be compared. One can easily see that, ideally (i.e., given no false negatives), no matter which item is picked up first, if we were able to correctly identify any pair of items of the same class as similar items, then the link graph produced would contain approximately the same connected components although with different links. In practice, this will not always be the case because false negatives may break certain critical edges of the graph, and thus make the comparison procedure orderdependent. A possible solution for this issue is to increase the number of target positive comparison to create more alternatives to false negative and thus reduce the order dependency.
Finding Connected Components
Given an undirected graph G with vertices {V i } i=1..N and edges {Ei}i=1..K , we wish to identify all its connected components; that is, we wish to partition G into disjoint sets of vertices C j such that there is a path between any two vertices in each C j , and such that there is no path between any two vertices from different components C j and C k .
There is a well-known [7] data structure called a disjointset forest which naturally solves this problem by maintaining an array A of length N of representatives, which is used to identify the connected component to which each vertex belongs. To find the representative of a vertex Vi, we apply the function
Find(x) { if(A[x] == x) return x; else return Find(A[x]); } starting at i. Initially A[i] = i for all i, reflecting the fact that each vertex belongs to its own component. When an edge connecting Vi and Vj is processed, we update A[F ind(i)] ← F ind(j).
This naive implementation offers poor performance, but it can be improved by applying both a rank heuristic, which
determines whether to update via A[F ind(i)] ← F ind(j) or A[F ind(j)] ← F ind(i) when processing a new edge and path compression, under which F ind(i) sets each A[x]
it ever visits to be the final representative of x. With these improvements, the runtime complexity of a single Find() or update operation can be reduced to O(α(N )), where α is the inverse of the (extremely fast-growing) Ackermann function A(n, n) [7] . Since A(4, 4) has on the order of 2 (10 19729 ) digits, α(N ) is effectively a small constant for all conceivably reasonable values of N .
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We compared the (simplified) streaming clustering (SC) algorithm with our connected component clustering (CCC) approach on artificially generated data-sets. Data-sets were generated with properties comparable to web-derived data, namely:
• Zipfian distribution of class sizes, with one or two dominant classes;
• The number of features associated with each class increases sub-linearly with class size.
• The number of non-negative features in each item is Zipfian distributed, and larger for larger classes. (Items have at least three non-negative features).
• The feature distribution inside each class is lightly Zipfian (exponent 0.5), meaning that there is a subset of features that occurs more frequently but often enough to make them absolutely discriminant of the class.
Each class has its own set of exclusive features. Therefore, in the absence of noise, items of different classes will never share any feature and thus will always have 0 similarity. Overlap between items of different classes can be achieved by adding noisy features, shared by all classes. A given proportion of noise features can be randomly added to each item.
To ensure a realistic scenario, we generated a test set with 10,000 items with Zipfian-like item distribution over 10 classes. Noise features were added so that clustering would have to deal with medium level noise. Each item had an additional 30% noise features added, taken from a noise class with 690 dimensions. Noise features have a moderately decaying Zipfian distribution (exponent 1.0). Table 4 shows some statistics regarding this test set, S 30 . We show the average number of features per item, avg(#ft), and the average number of noise features per item, avg(#ft noise ). P no is the probability of not having any overlap if we randomly pick two items from a given class (this should be a lower bound for P f n ).
Measures of Clustering Performance
The evaluation of the results of clustering algorithms is a complex problem. When no gold standard clusters are available the quality of clustering can only be assessed based on internal criteria, such as intra-cluster similarity which should be as high, and inter-cluster similarity, which should be as low. However, these criteria do not necessarily imply that the clusters obtained are appropriate for a given practical application [15] . When gold standard clusters are available one can perform evaluation based on external criteria by comparing clustering results with the existing gold standard. Several metrics have been proposed for measuring how "close" test clusters are to reference (gold standard) clusters. Simpler metrics are based frequency counts regarding how individual items [22] or pairs of items [11, 17] are distributed among test clusters and gold standard clusters. These measures, however, are not invariant under scaling, i.e., they are sensitive to the number of items being evaluated so we opted for two information-theoretic metrics, which depend solely on item distribution.
Class Items dim avg(#ft) avg(#ft noise
Given a set of |T | test clusters T to be evaluated, and a gold standard, C, containing the true mapping from the items to the |C| classes, we wish to evaluate how well clusters in
Ideally, all the items from any given test cluster, tx, should belong to only one class. Such a tx cluster would then be considered "pure" because it only contains items of a unique class as defined by the Gold Standard. On the other hand, if items from t x are found to belong to several gold standard classes, then the clustering algorithm was unable to correctly separate classes. To quantify how elements in test cluster tx are spread over the true classes, we will measure the entropy of the distribution of the elements in t x over all the true classes, cy. High quality "pure" clusters should have very low entropy values.
Let i xy be the number of items from test cluster t x that belong to class c y and let |t x | be the total number of elements of cluster t x (that can belong to any of the |C| true classes). The cluster entropy of the test cluster tx over all |C| true classes is:
For all test clusters under evaluation we can compute E t , the weighted average of the entropy of each individual test cluster, e(tx):
In the most extreme case, all test clusters would have a single element and be "pure". This, however, would mean that no clustering had been done, so we need to simultaneously measure how elements from the true classes are spread throughout the test clusters. Again, we would like to have all items from a given true class in the fewest test clusters possible, ideally only one. Let |c y | the the number of items in class c y . Then, for each true class, c y , we can compute the class entropy, i.e. the entropy of the distribution of items of such class over the all test clusters by:
A global clustering performance figure can be computed as a weighted average over all classes of each individual class entropy
We would like to simultaneously have E t and E c as close to zero as possible, meaning that test clusters are "pure" and that they completely represent the true classes. In the case of a perfect clustering (a 1-to-1 mapping between clusters and classes), both E t and E c will be 0.
RESULTS
We compared the performance of our connected components clustering (CCC) algorithm with two other algorithms: simplified 1-pass stream clustering (1p-SC) and 2-pass streaming clustering (2p-SC). The simplified 1-pass streaming clustering was described in Section 3 and was included in the comparison for reference purposes only. The 2-pass streaming clustering consists in performing a re-clustering of the clusters obtained in the 1-pass, using information about the centroids of the clusters obtained. The re-clustering is made using the exact same stream-clustering procedure, merging clusters using their centroid information. The 2-pass SC algorithm is thus a closer implementation of the standard streaming clustering algorithm.
Each of the algorithms has parameters to be set. For the CCC algorithm we have three parameters that control how the "amortized comparison strategy" is made: (i) minimum item similarity, s min cc ; (ii) target positive comparisons for each item, k pos ; and (iii) maximum sequence of comparisons that can be performed for any item, k max (which is equivalent to the maximum number of items we keep simultaneously in RAM). The kpos and kmax parameters was kept constant in all experiments: k pos = 1, k max = 2000 (see Section 3.1).
The 1-pass SC algorithm has only one parameter, s min p1 , which is the minimum distance between an item and a cluster centroid to merge it to that cluster. The 2-pass SC algorithm has one additional parameter in relation to the 1-pass SC. s min p2 controls the minimum distance between the centroids for the corresponding clusters to be merged together in the second pass. The vector similarity metric used in all algorithms was the Dice metric.
Since all algorithms depend on the order of the items being processed, items were shuffled before being clustered. This process (shuffling and clustering) was repeated 5 times for each configuration. All Results shown next report the average over 5 experiments. Figure 4 shows the E t ("cluster impurity"), E c ("class dispersion") curves obtained for the three algorithms, using the test set S30. Results were obtained by changing smin cc , smin p1 and smin p2 , from relatively high values that ensured almost pure yet fragmented clusters (E t ≈ 0 but E c >> 0) to lower values that lead to the generation of less but much noisier clusters (E c < 1 but E t >> 0). We compared the results of the CCC algorithm with results obtained from the 1-pass SC (1p-SC) and two different configuration for the two pass stream-clustering algorithm: 2p-SC(A) and 2p-SC(B). Configuration 2p-SC(A) was obtained by changing s min p2 while keeping the value s min p1 constant at a level that ensured that the partial results from the first pass would have high purity (yet very high fragmentation). For the configuration 2p-SC(B), we followed for a different strategy for setting parameters: we kept s min p2 constant at a medium level, and slowly decreased s min p1 to reduce the fragmentation of partial clusters. Configuration 2p-SC(B) was found to the best performing combination among all (several dozens) of configuration tried for the two pass clustering algorithm.
Since we manually verified that, for this test set, values of E t larger than 0.3 indicate that the clusters produced are mixing items from different classes, Figure 4 only shows results for Et < 0.4. Figure 4 : E c (y-axis) vs. E t (x-axis) for four clustering methods (see text). CCC gives much better results than most streaming clustering configurations, and is comparable to a carefully tuned streaming method.
We made further comparisons between our CCC algorithm and the best performing configuration of the 2p-SC algorithm. Table 5 shows the results of this comparison when aiming at a target value of E t = 0.15. Relevant criteria for comparing clustering quality are the Et and Ec values, the number of clusters generated (# clusters) and the number of singleton clusters (# singleton) produced. For comparing computational performance we present the number of comparisons made (# comparisons) and the overall execution time of each algorithm. For 2p-SC we show statistics regarding both the intermediate results (i.e., after pass 1) and the final results (after pass 2), so as to emphasize their relative contributions. Table 6 shows a typical example of the cluster / true class distribution of the top 10 clusters for the results obtained. (Compare with Table 4 ). The existence of two or more clusters for Class 1 (and sometimes also for Class 2) was a common result for the 2p-SC algorithm. 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The results plotted in Figure 4 show that the connected components clustering (CCC) algorithm we propose gives clustering qualities very close to those of the best performing 2p-streaming clustering approach (2p-SC). Additionally, the CCC algorithm consistently required approximately only half the number of comparisons to produce results comparable to the 2p-SC, as the first pass of streaming clustering tends to generate heavy fragmentation (and hence Ec > 6). This is especially the case for the relevant part of the Et / E c curve (E t ≤ 0.3); Thus, we can obtain a significant improvement in computational performance in the regime we most care about.
The results in Table 5 suggest that in practice, CCC may have better results than 2p-SC. The Ec (fragmentation) values that the CCC algorithm obtains are worsened by the extremely large tail of singleton or very small clusters that are produced. (These are outliers and items in the end of the buffer that ended up not having the chance to be compared to many others). So, if one were to ignore these smaller clusters in both cases (since filtering is often required in practice), the new corresponding E c values would become closer.
The question of filtering is, in fact, very important and helps to show another advantage of the CCC for clustering data when processing Zipfian distributed classes on sparse vector spaces. As can be seen from Table 6 , 2p-SC failed to generate the single very large cluster for items in Class 1. Instead it generated two medium-size clusters. This type of behavior, which occurred frequently in our experiments for large classes (e.g., 1, 2 and 3), is an expected consequence of the greedy nature of the streaming clustering algorithm. During streaming clustering, if two clusters of the same class happen to have been started by two distant items (imagine, for example, the case of a class defined by "bone-like" hull), greedy aggregation of new items might not help the two corresponding centroids to become closer, and can even make them become more distant (i.e. closer to the two ends of the bone). In high dimensional and sparse spaces, where classes are very large and can have very irregular shapes, such local minima can easily occur. Thus, if we were to keep only a few of the top clusters produced by 2p-SC (e.g., the top 5), there would be a high probability of ending up only with fragmented clusters corresponding only to the one or two (dominant) classes, and thus loose the other medium-sized, but still important, clusters.
The CCC algorithm we propose, in contrast, is much more robust to this type of problem. CCC tends to transfer the distribution of true classes to the clusters, at least for the larger classes, where the chances of finding a link between connected components of the same class is higher. Only smaller classes will be affected by fragmentation. Thus, filtering will mostly exclude only clusters from these smaller classes, keeping the top clusters that should directly match the corresponding top classes. Excluded items might be processed separately later, and since they will be only a small fraction of the initial set of items, more expensive clustering methods can be applied.
RELATED WORK
Several techniques have been developed to cluster very large data sets; For a more complete survey of clustering and large scale clustering see [3] and [14] .
Streaming clustering [10, 6] is one of the most famous classes of algorithms capable of processing very large data sets. Given a stream of items S, classic streaming clustering alternates between linearly scanning the data and adding each observation to the nearest center, and, when the number of clusters formed becomes too large, clustering the resulting clusters. Alternatively, data can be partitioned, each partition clustered in a single pass, and then the resulting clusters can themselves be clustered.
BIRCH is another classic method for clustering large data sets. BIRCH performs a linear scan of the data and builds a balanced tree where each node keeps summaries of clusters that best describe the points seen so far. New items to be clustered are moved down the tree until they reach a leaf, taking into account the distance between its features and node summaries. Leafs can be branched when they are over-crowded (have too many items), leading to sharper summaries. BIRCH then applies hierarchical agglomerative clustering over the leaf summaries, treating them as individual data points. The overall complexity is dominated by the tree insertion performed in first stage.
A different approach to reducing computational complexity is presented in [16] . In a first stage data is divided into overlapping sets called canopies using a very inexpensive distance metric. This can be done, for examples using and inverted index of features. Items under the same inverted index entry (i.e. that share the same feature) fall into the same canopy. In a second stage, an exact -and more expensive -distance metric is used only to compare elements that have been placed in the same canopy.
These three last methods process data in two passes, unlike our method which uses only a single pass. None of the other methods deal explicitly with the problem of false negatives, which is crucial in web-derived data. The first two methods also suffer a non-negligible risk of reaching suboptimal solutions due to their greedy nature. Another line of work aims at finding efficient solutions to the problems arising from high-dimensionality and sparsity, specially those concerned with measuring similarities between items in such spaces [1] . CLIQUE [2] is a densitybased subspace clustering algorithm that circumvents problems related to high-dimensionality by first clustering on a 1-dimension axis only and then iteratively adding more dimensions. CLIQUE starts by dividing each dimension of the input space in equal bins and retaining only those where the density of items is larger than a given threshold. It then combines each pair of dimensions, producing 2D bins for the bins retained in the previous iteration. Again, only those 2D bins with high density will be retained for the next iteration. This process is repeated iteratively: for obtaining k-dimension bins, all (k-1)-dimension bins that intersect in k-2 dimensions are combined. During this process some dimensions are likely to be dropped for many of the bins.
In [8] , the authors use an approximation to a nearestneighbor function for very high dimension feature space to recommend news articles, based on user similarity. Instead of directly comparing users, a Locality Sensitive Hashing [13] scheme named Min-Hashing (Min-wise Independent Permutation Hashing) is used. For each item ij (i.e. user) in the input set S, the hash function H(i j ) returns the index of the first non-null feature from the corresponding the feature vector (corresponding to a click from the user on a given news item). If random permutations of feature positions are performed to S, then it is easy to show ( [4] , [13] ) that the probability of two items hashing to the same value, H(i j ) = H(i k ) is equal to their Jaccard coefficient J(i j , i k ). Min-hashing can thus be seen as a probabilistic clustering algorithm that clusters together two items with a probability equal to their Jaccard Coefficient. The hash keys for p different permutations can be concatenated so that two item will converge on the same keys with probability J(i j , i k ) p , leading to highprecision, yet small, clusters. Repeating this process for a new set of p permutations will generate different highprecision clusters, giving increased recall. For any item i j it is possible to obtain the list of its approximate nearestneighbors by consulting the set of clusters to which i j was hashed. Since clusters produced by min-hashing are very small, it will produce extremely fragmented results when directly used for clustering large data sets. It could, however, potentially be used as an alternative technique for building the link graph because it provides a set of nearest neighbors for each item. However, there is no assurance that the link graph thus created would contain the complete connected components. Clusters extracted from that graph could thus be very fragmented.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have seen that the Zipfian distribution of features and of feature classes for problems such as web-document clustering can lead to cluster fragmentation when using methods such as streaming clustering, as individual items often fail to share any features with the cluster centroid. (Streaming clustering using medoids, as is often done in the theory literature, would be much worse, as most items would fail to intersect with the medoid.)
Connected component clustering does a better job of addressing this problem, as it keeps searching for items close to each target item being clustered until they are found. This is not as expensive as it sounds, since it will be easy to find connected items for the many items that are in large classes. We showed that a reasonably connected link graph can be obtained u sing an item comparison procedure with cost amortized to O(n·C). We showed that the performance of our algorithm is comparable to best performing configurations of a streaming clustering approach, while consistently reducing the number of comparisons to half.
Another important characteristic of our algorithm is that it is very robust to fragmentation and can thus transfer the distribution of true classes in the resulting clusters. Basically, this means that the top largest clusters will represent the top largest classes, which is fundamental when filtering is required.
The above work has described the clustering as if it were done on a single processor. In practice, web scale clustering requires parallel approaches. Both stages of our algorithm (the amortized comparison procedure and procedure for finding the connected components on the graph) are specially suited for being implemented in the Map-Reduce paradigm [9] . Future work will focus on parallel implementation of our algorithm using the Map-Reduce platform and studying its scalability and performance.
